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Teleoptometria	

•  La	teleoptometria	si	occupa	della	qualità	visiva	e	
permette	di	fornire	assistenza	optometrica	anche	
quando	operatore	e	paziente	non	si	possono	incontrare	
di	persona.	

•  Analizzando	la	letteratura	scientifica,	si	riscontra	un	
primo	interesse	nei	confronti	della	teleoptometria	
intorno	all’anno	2000,	ma	si	evidenzia	una	crescita	di	
interesse	soprattutto	negli	ultimi	anni.	
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Abstract
Objective: Optometrists are increasingly adopting tele-
optometry as an approach to delivering eye care. The cor-
onavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has created
further opportunities for optometrists to utilize innovation in
telehealth to deliver eye care to individuals who experience
access barriers. A systematic literature review is presented
detailing the evidence to support the use of teleoptometry.
Methods: Databases of MEDLINE, Global Health, and Web of
Science were searched, and articles were included if they
reported any involvement of optometrists in the delivery of
telehealth. Findings were reported according to the mode of
telehealth used to deliver eye care, telehealth collaboration
type, and the format and geographical areas where eye care
via telehealth is being delivered.
Results: Twenty-seven relevant studies were identified. Only 11
studies included the role of optometrists as a member of the
telehealth team where the scope of practice extended beyond
creating and receiving referrals, collecting clinical data at in-
person services, and continuing in-person care following con-
sultation with an ophthalmologist. Both synchronous and

asynchronous telehealth services were commonly utilized. Op-
tometrists were most commonly involved in ophthalmology-led
telehealth collaborations (n = 19). Eight studies reported op-
tometrists independently delivering primary eye care via tel-
ehealth, and commonly included videoconferencing.
Conclusion: The application of teleoptometry to deliver eye
care is rapidly emerging, and appears to be a viable adjunct to
the delivery of in-person optometry services. The review
highlighted the scarcity of evidence surrounding the clinical
benefits, safety, and outcomes of teleoptometry. Further re-
search is required in this area.
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Introduction

I
n March 2020, the World Health Organization declared
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) a pandemic. As a
result, the capacity of health systems to continue to deliver
optometry services in an office-based face-to-face experi-

ence has been restricted to ensure the safety of both the patient
and the provider. In response to the need to maintain essential
optometry services throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, there
has been a dramatic rise in the utilization of telehealth services,
and the profession has moved rapidly toward the adoption and
delivery of teleoptometry. The increase in the uptake of tele-
health to deliver optometry care during COVID-19 has caused
the optometry profession to reimagine the role of telehealth.

Telehealth is a promising and well-received approach to
connect practitioners and patients to deliver health care to
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27	studi	coinvolgono	optometristi	

19	studi	teleoftalmologia	

L’optometrista	è	con	il	
paziente	

8	studi	teleoptometria	

L’optometrista	è	da	remoto	
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From: Patient experience of tele-optometry in the comprehensive eye examination; a pilot study 
Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci.. 2020;61(7):1596. 	

Figure	Legend:	
	Table	1:	post	in-person	and	tele-optometry	exam	survey	results	
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From: The validity of spectacle prescriptions via tele-optometric comprehensive eye examinations; 
a pilot study 

Invest. Ophthalmol. Vis. Sci.. 2020;61(7):1604. 	

Figure	Legend:	
Mean	difference	in	
prescriptions	between	tele-
optometric	and	in-person	
exams	
Comparison	of	refractive	
components	between	tele-
optometric	and	in-person	
exam	
					

•  27/30	(90	%)	prescrizioni	equivalenti	fra	i	due	esami	
•  2	lievi	ipermetropie	scambiate	per	lievi	miopie	
•  1	miopia	elevata	sovracorretta	





Acuità	visiva	

•  Quando	fare	il	prossimo	
controllo	della	vista?	

•  Quanto	durerà	questo	
occhiale?	

•  Questo	occhiale	è	
ancora	adatto	per	la	
guida?	



Lenti	a	contatto	
Solo	le	alterazioni	
più	macroscopiche	
risultano	evidenti	se	
acquisite	con	
dispositivi	portatili,	
come	gli	
smartphone,	senza	
lampada	a	fessura.		
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Purpose: Our purpose was to develop a robotic remotely operated stereo slit lamp
system allowing three-dimensional stereo viewing and recording of the patient’s
examination via local area network, Internet, and satellite.

Methods: A commercial slit lamp was modified to accept motors and servos to permit
control of all optical and mechanical components of the device. The custom graphical
user interface with dual high-resolution real-time stereoscopic imaging, control/
position indicators, overview video, and audio were transmitted via local area
network, Internet, and satellite. Under University of Miami Institutional Review Board
authorization, Internet connectivity enabled multiple examiners to simultaneously
view and control the slit lamp and to collaboratively discuss diagnosis and treatment
options. The remote clinicians used a tablet, laptop, or desktop computer to view and
control the slit lamp.

Results: The network, Internet, satellite-connected system was controllable from the
United States, Europe, and Canada while acquiring high-resolution, real-time video in
all subjects. Control of the slit lamp through Ethernet, WiFi, and 4G exhibited total
system latencies of 464 6 58, 483 6 64, and 870 6 66 milliseconds when
transmitting within the continent, and Ethernet control exhibited a latency of 606 6
130 milliseconds when transmitting between continents. High- and low-magnification
images of healthy volunteers were acquired by a remote clinician.

Conclusions: The robotic remotely operated stereo slit lamp system allows three-
dimensional stereo viewing and recording of the patient’s examination via local area
network, Internet, and satellite.

Translational Relevance: The robotic remotely controlled stereo slit lamp system
enables remote examination of human subjects.

Introduction

In ophthalmology, a slit lamp biomicroscope is
generally used as a fundamental diagnostic device.
The common approach to teleophthalmology is to
capture still or video images of the patient, where the
images are acquired by a technician who is familiar
with the functions and purpose of the slit lamp.1

These images are then sent to a different location to
obtain a diagnosis from a specialist. Although well-
trained technicians are often able to acquire pertinent
images with a photo slit lamp, sometimes the images

captured do not contain the details that clinicians
need, especially when a thin slit is required (i.e., to
detect a small patch of endothelium damage or cell
flare present in the anterior chamber). In such a
circumstance, diagnosis could be aided by remote
examination from an ophthalmologist or optometrist.
Given the limitation in current teleophthalmic slit
lamp examination techniques, there is a significant
need for the development of a robotized remotely
operated slit lamp biomicroscope.

A remote controllable slit lamp has been dis-
cussed,2 but only a paper-based design (paper model)

1 TVST j 2018 j Vol. 7 j No. 4 j Article 1
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Figure 2. Slit lamp intensity, slit width, slit height, and slit angle actuators and controllers. Control relay for slit lamp intensity
adjustment incorporated within the electronics module of the RCSL (A). Microcontroller BASIC stamp shown within the electronics
module (B). The servomotor for slit width adjustment was mounted atop the slit lamp assembly (C). Slit width control, gear system (D).
Since only 608 of rotation was required, a partial gear wheel was used to actuate the slit width. An 84-tooth gear wheel was used for the
servo motor, and the partial gear wheel, if it were whole, would have 114 teeth, providing a gear ratio of 1:1.357. The servo for slit height
adjustment was mounted adjacent to the slit lamp assembly (E). Custom brackets were fabricated to achieve a tight form factor. Slit
height control, gear system (F). Since only 1358 of rotation was required, a partial gear wheel was used to actuate the slit height. An 80-
tooth gear wheel was used for the servo motor, and the partial gear wheel, if it were whole, would have 94 teeth, providing a gear ratio
of 1:1.175. The servo for slit lamp angle control was mounted atop the axis of rotation of the slit (G). Custom brackets were fabricated to
affix the servo inconspicuously, where the gear system is hidden underneath the bracket. Slit angle control, gear system (H). A 54-tooth
gear wheel was used for the servo motor, and a 72-tooth gear wheel was fixed to the central column of the slit lamp, providing for 6608
of rotation using a gear ratio of 1:1.333.

5 TVST j 2018 j Vol. 7 j No. 4 j Article 1
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Figure 6. Graphical user interface (A). The two large images in the top are of the healthy volunteer eye, and the smaller image in the
bottom right is the aerial view of the subject. All controls and indicators are along the left side of the interface. Joystick controller for the
slit lamp (B). Keyboard control for the slit lamp, with presets for right and left eye, slit width, and illumination (C).
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Comunicazione	a	distanza	

La	teleoptometria	permette	di	raccogliere	informazioni,	
fornire	rassicurazioni,	consigli	e	trattamenti	a	distanza	
su	questioni	non	urgenti	e	di	individuare	le	persone	che	
invece	hanno	urgente	necessità	di	un	esame	di	persona	
per	questioni	più	gravi.	



Anamnesi	

•  Ottimizzare	la	frequenza	dei	controlli	
•  Evitare	visite	non	necessarie	
•  Organizzare	e	finalizzare	l’appuntamento	in	modo	
mirato	

•  Ridurre	i	tempi	di	
permanenza	in	studio	

•  Utilizzo	di	questionari	
validati	compilabili	online	



Monitoraggio	delle	abitudini	visive	

•  Distanza	di	lettura	
•  Tempo	di	lettura	
•  Posizione	di	lettura	
•  Luminanza	ambientale	
•  Tempo	trascorso	al	chiuso	e	
all’aperto	



Monitoraggio	
delle	abitudini	
visive	

Actiwatch-2	



Allenamento	visivo	

Trattamento	di	
•  Ambliopia	
•  Visione	binoculare	



Compliance	

La	teleoptometria	in	
contattologia	può	
rappresentare	uno	
strumento	di	grande	
utilità	per	migliorare	la	
compliance,	inviando	
al	paziente	istruzioni,	
rassicurazioni	e	
promemoria	per	il	
ricambio	delle	lenti	a	
contatto.	



Compliance	

L’invio	periodico	di	
materiale	informativo,	
anche	video,	che	richiami	
alla	mente	le	corrette	
procedure	di	igiene	e	di	
utilizzo	delle	lenti	a	
contatto,	può	essere	un	
modo	utile	per	mantenere	i	
contatti.	



La	nuova	normalità	

Accorgimenti	utili	per	rendere	più	efficiente	la	pratica	
quotidiana:	
•  un	colloquio	telefonico	preventivo,	in	cui	la	situazione	

viene	già	delineata	con	un’anamnesi	dettagliata.	
•  l’utilizzo	di	questionari	online	che	permettono	di	

quantificare	gli	aspetti	soggettivi	del	problema:	fastidio,	
impatto	sulla	qualità	della	vita	e	della	visione	

•  acquisizione	e	archiviazione	di	immagini	che	possono	
essere	inviate	a	professionisti	di	riferimento	per	un	
ulteriore	consulto,	riducendo	la	necessità	di	ulteriori	
visite	

•  follow-up	mediante	contatti	virtuali	o	app	dedicate		



Vantaggi	

•  Intercettare	il	problema	nel	momento	in	cui	si	crea	
•  Monitorare	con	minore	influenza	da	parte	
dell’ambiente	e	dell’operatore	

•  Continuità	nel	follow	up	
•  Affiancamento	delle	tecniche	
di	teleoptometria	alla	visita	in	
presenza,	che	resta	un	
momento	insostituibile	
del	rapporto	fra	il	
professionista	e	in	paziente	



Elementi	critici	

•  Accessibilità	
•  Compatibilità	con	diversi	dispositivi	e	
sistemi	operativi	

•  Risoluzione	e	taratura	degli	schermi	
•  Validazione	
•  Facilità	di	installazione	e	di	utilizzo	
•  Livello	del	servizio	
•  Privacy	
•  Costi	
•  Compenso	del	professionista	
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